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To Nola,
and in memory of Mary

Preface to Volume II, Second Edition

In this second volume, we set out a general framework for the theory of
point processes, starting from their interpretation as random measures. The
material represents a reorganized version of those parts of Chapters 6–14 of
the ﬁrst edition not already covered in Volume I, together with a signiﬁcant
amount of new material.
Contrary to our initial expectations, growth in the theoretical aspects of
the subject has at least matched the growth in applications. Much of the original text has been substantially revised in order to present a more consistent
treatment of marked as well as simple point processes. This applies particularly to the material on stationary processes in Chapter 12, the Palm theory
covered in Chapter 13, and the discussion of martingales and conditional intensities in Chapter 14. Chapter 15, on spatial point processes, has also been
signiﬁcantly modiﬁed and extended. Essentially new sections include Sections 10.3 and 10.4 on point processes deﬁned by Markov chains and Markov
point processes in space; Sections 12.7 on long-range dependence and 12.8 on
scale invariance and self-similarity; Sections 13.4 on marked point processes
and convergence to equilibrium and 13.6 on fractal dimensions; Sections 14.6
on random time changes and 14.7 on Poisson embedding and convergence to
equilibrium; much of the material in Sections 15.1–15.4 on spatial processes
is substantially new or revised; and some recent material on point maps and
point stationarity has been included in Section 13.3.
As in the ﬁrst edition, much of the general theory has been developed in
the context of a complete separable metric space (c.s.m.s. throughout this
volume). Critical to this choice of context is the existence of a well-developed
theory of measures on metric spaces, as set out, for example, in Parthasarathy
vii
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(1967) or Billingsley (1968). We use this theory at two levels. First, we es#
tablish results concerning the space1 M#
X and NX of realizations of random
measures and point processes, showing that these spaces themselves can be
regarded as c.s.m.s.s, and paying particular attention to sample path properties such as the existence of atoms. Second, leaning on these results, we
use the same framework to discuss the convergence of random measures and
point processes. The fact that the same theory appears at both levels lends
unity and economy to the development, although care needs to be taken in
discriminating between the two levels.
The text of this volume necessarily assumes greater familiarity with aspects
of measure theory and topology than was the case in Volume I, and the ﬁrst
two appendices at the end of Volume I are aimed at helping the reader in this
regard. The third appendix reviews some of the material from martingale
theory and the general theory of processes that underlies the discussion of
predictability and conditional intensities in Chapter 14.
As was the case in Volume I, we are very much indebted to the friends,
critics, reviewers, and readers who have supplied us with comments, suggestions, and corrections at various stages in the preparation of this volume. The
list is too long to include in full, but we would like to mention in particular
the continuing support and advice we have had from Robin Milne, Val Isham,
Rick Schoenberg, Gunther Last, and our long-suﬀering colleagues in Canberra
and Wellington. The patience and expertise of Springer Verlag, as mediated
through our long-continued contacts with John Kimmel, are also very much
appreciated.
Daryl Daley
Canberra, Australia

David Vere-Jones
Wellington, New Zealand

#
In this edition we use M#
X (and NX ) to denote spaces of boundedly ﬁnite (counting)
measures on X where in the ﬁrst edition we used MX (and NX ), respectively.
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Principal Notation

Very little of the general notation used in Appendices 1–3 in Volume I is given
below. Also, notation that is largely conﬁned to one or two sections of the
same chapter is mostly excluded, so that neither all the symbols used nor all
the uses of the symbols shown are given. The repeated use of some symbols
occurs as a result of point process theory embracing a variety of topics from
the theory of stochastic processes. Generally, the particular interpretation of
symbols with more than one use is clear from the context. Where they are
given, page numbers indicate the ﬁrst or signiﬁcant use of the notation. Page
numbers in slant font, such as 158, refer to Volume I, but such references are
not intended to be comprehensive.
Throughout the lists below, N denotes a point process, ξ a random measure
(or sometimes, as on p. 358, a cumulative process on R+ ), and X a c.s.m.s.

Spaces
C
R = R1
R+ , R+
0
Rd
S
Ud2α
X
Z, Z+
X
Ω
E
(Ω, E, P)
X (n)
X∪

complex numbers
real line
nonnegative numbers, positive numbers
d-dimensional Euclidean space
circle group and its representation as (0, 2π]
d-dimensional cube of side length 2α and
vertices (± α, . . . , ± α)
countable state space for Markov chain
integers of R, R+
state space of N or ξ; often X = Rd ; always X is
c.s.m.s. (complete separable metric space)
space of probability elements ω
measurable sets in probability space
basic probability space on which N and ξ are deﬁned
n-fold product space X × · · · × X
= X (0) ∪ X (1) ∪ · · ·
xii

358

96

158, 7
129
129

Principal Notation

xiii

B(X )
Borel σ-ﬁeld generated by open spheres of X
34
= B(X ), B = BR = B(R)
34, 374
BX
(n)
product σ-ﬁeld on product space X (n)
129
BX = B(X (n) )
BM(X )
bounded measurable functions of bounded support
161, 52
nonnegative functions f ∈ BM(X )
57
BM+ (X )
BM+ (X )
limits of monotone sequences from BM+ (X )
57
K 
mark space for marked point process (MPP)
194, 7

totally ﬁnite (counting) measures on X
158, 3
MX NX
#
MX
boundedly ﬁnite measures on X
158, 3
NX#
boundedly ﬁnite counting measures on X
131, 3
#
#
N0
= NX \ {∅}
90
NX#∗
simple counting measures in NX#
24
N0 , NX#∗
subset of NX#∗ with N {0} > 0 FIX !!!
24, 290
+
doubly inﬁnite sequences
of positive 
numbers
S
∞
∞
14
{t0 , t±1 , t±2 , . . .} with n=1 tn = n=1 t−n = ∞
U
linear space; complex-valued Borel measurable
functions ζ on X with |ζ| ≤ 1
52; 57
U ⊗V
product topology on product space X × Y of
topological spaces (X , U), (Y, V)
378
V = V(X )
[0, 1]-valued measurable functions h(·) with
1 − h(·) of bounded support in X
59
= {h ∈ V(X ): inf x h(x) > 0}, i.e., − log h ∈ BM+ (X )
59
V0 (X )
V(X )
limits of monotone sequences from V(X )
59
W = X × M#
product
space
supporting
Campbell
measure
C
269
P
X

General
Unless otherwise speciﬁed, A ∈ BX , k and n ∈ Z+ , t and x ∈ R,
h ∈ V(X ), and z ∈ C.
˘
#

F n∗
a, g
µ
a.e. µ, µ-a.e.
a.s., P-a.s.
A(·), AF (·)
A(n)
A
ck , c[k]

reduced measure (by factorization)
160, 183
extension of concept from totally ﬁnite to
boundedly ﬁnite measure space
158, viii
n-fold convolution power of measure or d.f. F
55
suﬃxes for atomic measure, ground process of MPP
4, 3
variation norm of (signed) measure µ
374
almost everywhere with respect to measure µ
376
almost sure, P-almost surely
376
F -compensator for ξ on R+
358
n-fold product set A × · · · × A
130
family of sets generating B; semiring of
31, 368
bounded Borel sets generating BX
kth cumulant, kth factorial cumulant,
116
of distribution {pn }

xiv
c(x) = c(y, y + x)

Principal Notation

covariance density of stationary mean square
160, 69
continuous process on Rd
cumulant, factorial cumulant measure
147, 69
Ck (·), C[k] (·)
covariance measure of ξ
191, 69
C2 (A × B) = cov(ξ(A), ξ(B))
reduced covariance measure of stationary N or ξ
292, 238
C̆2 (·)
Campbell measure, modiﬁed Campbell measure
269, 270
CP , CP!
reduced Campbell measure (= Palm measure)
287, 331
C̆P (·)
δ(·)
Dirac delta function

Dirac measure, = A δ(u − x) du = IA (x)
382, 3
δx (A)
Dirichlet process
12
Dα
∆F (x) = F (x) − F (x−) jump at x in right-continuous function F
107
left- and right-hand discontinuity operators
376
∆L , ∆R
F (· ; ·)
ﬁnite-dimensional (ﬁdi) distributions
158, 26
history on R+ ; R
236, 356; 394
F; F†
Φ(·)
characteristic functional
15, 54
G[h] (h ∈ V)
probability generating functional (p.g.ﬂ.) of N
144, 59
p.g.ﬂ. of cluster centre process Nc
178
Gc [·]
p.g.ﬂ. of cluster member process Nm (· | x)
178, 192
Gm [· | x]
G
expected information gain of stationary N on R
280, 442
304, 205
Γ(·)
Bartlett spectrum for stationary ξ on Rd
H(t)
integrated hazard function (IHF) [Q(t) in Vol.I]
109, 361
H(P; µ)
generalized entropy
277, 441
internal history of ξ on R+ ; R
236, 358; 395
H; H†
IA (x) = δx (A) indicator function of element x in set A
194
I
σ-ﬁeld of events invariant under shift operator Su
Janossy measure
124
Jn (A1 × · · · × An )
local Janossy measure
137, 73
Jn (· | A)
125, 119, 506
jn (x1 , . . . , xn ) Janossy density
K
compact set; generic Borel set in mark space K
371, 8
31
(·)
Lebesgue measure in B(Rd )
reference measure on mark space
401
K (·)
Laplace functional of ξ
161, 57
L[f ] (f ∈ BM+ (X ))
p.g.ﬂ. of Cox process directed by ξ
170
Lξ [1 − h]
λ(·), λ
intensity measure of N , intensity of stationary N
44, 46
conditional intensity function
231, 390
λ∗ (t, ω)
complete intensity function for stationary MPP on R
394
λ† (t, κ, ω)
136
mk (·) (m[k] (·)) kth (factorial) moment density
reduced second-order moment density, measure,
m̆2 , M̆2
of stationary N
289
mean density of ground process Ng of MPP N
198, 323
mg
M (A)
expectation measure E[ξ(A)]
65
kth-order moment measure E[ξ (k) (·)]
66
Mk (·)
N (A)
number of points in A
42
N (a, b], = N ((a, b]) number of points in half-open interval (a, b]
19, 42

Principal Notation

N (t)
Nc
Nm (· | x)
Ng
N∗
{(pn , Πn )}
P = (pij )

xv

= N (0, t] = N ((0, t])
42
cluster centre process
176
cluster member or component process
176
ground process of MPP
194, 7
support counting measure of N
4
probability measure elements for ﬁnite point process
123
matrix of one-step transition probabilities pij of discretetime Markov chain on countable state space X
96
P (z)
probability generating function (p.g.f.) of
10, 115
distribution {pn }
avoidance function
31, 33
P0 (A)
P
probability measure of N or ξ on c.s.m.s. X
158, 6
Palm distribution for stationary N or ξ on R
288
P0 (·)
P0
averaged (= mean) Palm measure for stationary MPP 319
Palm measure for κ ∈ K
318
P(0,κ) (·)
local Palm measure for (x, κ) ∈ X × K
318
Px,κ (·)
stationary distribution for (pij )
96
{πk }
∅, ∅(·)
empty set; null measure
17; 88, 292
Q-matrix of transition rates qij for continuous-time
Q = (qij )
Markov chain on countable state space X
97
ρ(x, y)
metric for x, y in metric space
370
ρ(y | x)
Papangelou (conditional) intensity
120, 506
nested bounded sets, Si ↑ X (i → ∞)
16
{Si }
random walk, sequence of partial sums
66
{Sn }
sphere of radius r, centre x, in metric space X
371, 5
Sr (x)
= Sr (0)
459
Sr
successive points of N on R, t−1 < 0 ≤ t0
15
{ti (N )}, {ti }
intervals between points of N on R, τi = ti − ti−1
15
{τi }
382, 10
T = {Tn } = {{Ani }} dissecting system of nested partitions
tiling
16
tail σ-algebra of process on Rd
208
T∞
U (A) = E[N (A)]
renewal measure
67
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This chapter sets out a framework for developing point process theory as
part of a general theory of random measures. This framework was developed during the 1940s and 1950s, and reached a deﬁnitive form in the now
classic treatments by Moyal (1962) and Harris (1963). It still provides the
basic framework for describing point processes both on the line and in higherdimensional spaces, including especially the treatment of ﬁnite-dimensional
distributions, moment structure, and generating functionals. In the intervening decades, many important alternative approaches have been developed for
more specialized classes of processes, particularly those with an evolutionary
structure, and we come to some at least of these in later chapters.
As far as is convenient, we develop the theory in a dual setting, stating
results for general random measures alongside the more speciﬁc more clearly
the features that are peculiar to point processes. Thus, for results that hold in
this uniﬁed context, proofs are usually given only in the former, more general,
setting.
Furthermore, the setting for point processes also handles many of the topics
of this chapter for marked point processes (MPPs): an MPP in state space
X with mark space K can be regarded as a point process on the product
space X × K so far as ﬁdi distributions, generating functionals, and moment
measures are concerned. It is only when we consider particular cases, such as
Poisson and compound Poisson processes or purely atomic random measures,
that distinctions begin to emerge, and become more apparent as we move to
1
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discuss stationary processes in Chapter 12 and Palm theory and martingale
properties in Chapters 13 and 14.
The other major approach to point process theory is through random sequences of points. We note that this is equivalent to our approach through
random measures, at least in our setting that includes point processes in
ﬁnite-dimensional Euclidean space Rd .
Section 9.1 sets out some basic deﬁnitions and illustrates them with a
variety of examples. The second section introduces the ﬁnite-dimensional
(ﬁdi) distributions and establishes both basic existence theorems and a version
of Rényi’s theorem that simple point processes are completely characterized
by the behaviour of the avoidance function (vacuity function, empty space
function), viz. the probability P0 (A) ≡ P{N (A) = 0} over a suitably rich
class of Borel sets A. Section 9.3 is concerned with the sample path properties
of random measures and point processes, and includes a detailed discussion
of simplicity (orderliness) for point processes. The ﬁnal two sections treat
generating functionals and moment properties, extending the treatment for
ﬁnite point processes given in Chapter 5.

9.1. Deﬁnitions and Examples
Let X be an arbitrary complete separable metric space (c.s.m.s.) and BX =
B(X ) the σ-ﬁeld of its Borel sets. Except for case (v) of Deﬁnition 9.1.II, all
the measures that we consider on (X , BX ) are required to satisfy the boundedness condition set out in Deﬁnition 9.1.I. It extends to general measures the
property required of counting measures in Volume I, that bounded sets have
ﬁnite counting measure and hence, as point sets, they contain only ﬁnitely
many points and therefore have no ﬁnite accumulation points.
Deﬁnition 9.1.I. A Borel measure µ on the c.s.m.s. X is boundedly ﬁnite if
µ(A) < ∞ for every bounded Borel set A.
This constraint is incorporated into the deﬁnitions below of the spaces
which form the main arena for the analysis in this volume. They incorporate
the basic metric properties of spaces of measures summarized in Appendix
A2 of Volume I. In particular we use from that appendix the following.
(1) The concept of weak convergence of totally
ﬁnite measures
on X , namely


that µn → µ weakly if and only if f dµn → f dµ for all bounded
continuous f on X (see Section A2.3).
(2) The extension of weak convergence of totally ﬁnite measures to w#(weakhash)
 convergence of boundedly ﬁnite measures deﬁned by f dµn
→ f dµ for all bounded continuous f on X vanishing outside a bounded
set (Section A2.6).
(3) The fact that both weak and weak-hash convergence are equivalent to
forms of metric convergence, namely convergence in the Prohorov metric
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at equation (A2.5.1) and its extension to the boundedly ﬁnite case given
by equation (A2.6.1), respectively.
Exercise 9.1.1 shows that for sequences of totally ﬁnite measures, weak and
weak-hash convergence are not equivalent.
Many of our results are concerned with one or other of the ﬁrst two spaces
deﬁned below. Both are closed in the sense of the w# -topology referred to
above, and in fact are c.s.m.s.s in their own right (Proposition 9.1.IV). At
the same time it is convenient to introduce four further families of measures
which play an important role in the sequel.
Deﬁnition 9.1.II.
(i) M#
X is the space of all boundedly ﬁnite measures on BX .
#
(ii) NX is the space of all boundedly ﬁnite integer-valued measures N ∈ M#
X,
called counting measures for short.
(iii) NX#∗ is the family of all simple counting measures, consisting of all those
elements of NX# for which
N {x} ≡ N ({x}) = 0 or 1

(all x ∈ X ).

(9.1.1)

(iv) NX#g
×K is the family of all boundedly ﬁnite counting measures deﬁned on
the product space B(X × K), where K is a c.s.m.s. of marks, subject to
the additional requirement that the ground measure Ng deﬁned by
Ng (A) ≡ N (A × K)

(all A ∈ BX )

(9.1.2)

is a boundedly ﬁnite simple counting measure, i.e. Ng ∈ NX#∗ .
#
(v) M#
X ,a is the family of boundedly ﬁnite purely atomic measures ξ ∈ MX .
(vi) MX (respectively, NX ) is the family of all totally ﬁnite (integer-valued)
measures on BX .
We introduce the family NX#g
×K to accommodate our Deﬁnition 9.1.VI(iv)
of a marked point process (MPP) (as a process on X with marks in K). In it we
require the ground process Ng to be both simple and boundedly ﬁnite. Note
that in general a simple boundedly ﬁnite counting measure on BX ×K need
not be an element of this family NX#g
×K . For example, taking X = K = R,
realizations of a homogeneous Poisson process on the plane would have ground
process elements failing to be members of NR# . See also Exercises 9.1.3 and
9.1.6.
Note also that although a purely atomic boundedly ﬁnite measure can have
at most countably many atoms, these atoms may have accumulation points,
so representing such measures as a countable set {(xi , κi )} of pairs of locations
and sizes of the atoms can give a counting measure on X × R+ that need not
#
be in either NX#g
×R+ nor even NX ×R+ [cf. Proposition 9.1.III(v) below].
#
In investigating the closure properties of M#
X and NX (Lemma 9.1.V below), we use Dirac measures (see Section A1.6) deﬁned for every x ∈ X by

1 if x ∈ Borel set A,
(9.1.3)
δx (A) =
0 otherwise.

